
 
 

Cats Audition Guidance 
 

Dear potential Clowder (That is the collective term for a group of Cats)  

Please read this guidance to help you know what you need to sing for the part you are 
auditioning for and a little more information on how the auditions are going to run.  

• You do not need to print your audition material as there will be copies for you on the day.  

• You do not need to learn it off by heart however the more we see your wonderful faces 
and acting the better we will understand your abilities. After all when you’re not dancing 
and moving you’ll be telling stories and we want to see this ability.  

Each piece is pretty straight forward and labelled clearly eg. For Munkustrap, sing the 
Munkustrap audition, for Grizabella, sing the Grizabella material provided etc.  

Ensemble: 
If you do not wish to be considered for a solo part, please sing the Male/Female Audition 
Piece that best suits your voice.  
 
The below gives guidance on those parts which aren’t so straightforward. (Note the 
following roles may be double cast with another part.)  

Griddlebone:  

For the part of Griddlebone we are looking for an operatic Soprano - please sing the female 
audition piece and The Syllabub material. 

Growltiger:  

For the part of Growltiger we are looking for an operatic Baritone - please sing the Old 
Deuteronomy material.  

Bustopher Jones:  

For the part of Bustopher Jones we are looking for a comic baritone, please sing The 
Addressing of Cats from Old Deuteronomy and Skimbleshanks.  

Both of the following roles are not dependent on the gender of actor portraying the cat and 
so we thought a bit of guidance would be needed.  

Victoria: We require a strong ballet dancer for this part, but we would also like to hear your 
voice. Please sing the Female/Male Audition Piece and another character of your choice 
(depending on your voice type). Even if you would not describe yourself as a strong singer, 
we still want to hear how you will fit in the ensemble.  



Mr Mistoffolees: We require a strong dancer for this part but we would like to hear your 
voice. Please sing the Mr Mistoffolees audition piece/ Female Audition piece and another 
character of your choice (depending on your voice type). Even if you would not describe 
yourself as a strong singer, we still want to hear how you will fit in the ensemble. 

 
The following roles will be cast from solo auditions and ensemble auditions:  
 
Macavity, Admetus/Plato, Alonzo, Coricopat, Rumpus Cat, Cassandra, Tantomile, Bill 
Bailey/ Tumblebrutus, Carbuckity/Pouncival, Electra 
 
Recalls:  
If you are not offered a recall this does not mean you have not been successful, we may 
have already heard and seen what we needed to and that’s the end of your audition 
journey.  
 
Advanced Dancers for the Gambol:  
There will be a recall with other styles of dance and a ‘tricks’ session. 
 
Advanced Singers for the Cat Chorus:  
There will be a recall with a focus on ensemble singing to test your strength with harmonies.  
 
The team are really looking forward to seeing you in auditions and we want you to 
remember one thing: come and have fun with us, we’re a bunch of adults about to pretend 
to be cats for three months.  
 
All our love,  
 
The Cats Team 
 


